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This report uses charts and visuals designed according to the International Business Communication Standards (IBCS) to 
ensure clarity, consistency, and information density.

Key elements:

1. Consistent chart design: All charts follow a uniform design, making it easier for readers to understand and compare data 
across different visualizations. This includes consistent use of fonts, sizes, and positioning of elements.

2. Simplified and focused content: Charts are designed to be easily readable, with a focus on essential information. 
Unnecessary decorative elements are avoided to maintain clarity.

3. Proper labeling and titling: Each chart includes clear, descriptive titles and labels to ensure that the data is easily 
understood without additional context.

4. Standardized notation: IBCS-compliant charts use standardized notation for elements such as time periods, units, and 
scenarios, making the information more accessible and comparable.

The following conventions are used throughout the report:

- Black represents actual values for the current year
- Grey represents data from the previous year
- Red indicates negative or "bad" performance
- Green indicates positive or "good" performance
- "PY" is used to denote the previous year values
- "AC" refers to the actual current year values
- Underscore "_" is used to represent year-to-date data
- Tilde "~" indicates a rolling year or 12-month period
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Superstore's Impressive Sales Growth
The superstore achieved remarkable sales growth of 26.3% in 2014, reaching $430 million. The Consumer segment led the 
way at 50%, while Technology products accounted for 38% of total sales. From 2011 to 2014, the company maintained an 
annual sales growth rate of 23.9%, ultimately hitting $4.3 million.

Profitability and Market Performance
Gross margin increased by $1.9 million, primarily driven by strong performance in the US market and growth in the Consumer 
and Home Office segments. However, challenges in shipping and non-return sales slightly reduced the overall gross margin 
percentage from 2.0% to 1.7%. Improvements in gross margin were seen across all shipping modes, product categories, and 
customer segments.

Category and Regional Insights
Technology and Office Supplies are the superstore's top-performing categories, with Technology leading in APAC and other key 
markets. Phones and Copiers were the best-selling products in 2014, with Copiers generating higher profitability due to better 
gross margins. The Furniture category, however, faced significant losses in the US and other crucial markets, requiring strategic 
review and action.

Customer and Product Analysis
Most customers experienced low growth rates in both units and sales, with a few exceptions demonstrating high growth in one 
or the other. The superstore successfully retained customers and acquired new ones, with minimal impact from lost customers 
aside from a notable spike in 2013. Half of the products generate 80% of units sold, and a third of the cities substantially 
contribute to overall sales, indicating potential for pricing and cost optimization across product classes.
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At a glance: The superstore's sales grew by 26.3% to $430 million in 2014, with the Consumer segment leading at 50% and 
Technology products at 38%. Gross margin increased by $1.9 million, largely due to strong US market performance and growth 
in the Consumer and Home Office segments, despite challenges in shipping and non-return sales that led to a slight decline in 
overall gross margin percentage from 2.0% to 1.7%.  Pages 7 to 15.

Sales breakdown: The Technology category leads the superstore's sales, especially in APAC and other top markets, while 
Office Supplies also perform well across all customer segments. Although returns are driving strong sales growth, particularly in 
Technology, the Furniture category is struggling with significant losses in the US and other key markets. The superstore should 
focus on leveraging the high potential of Technology and Office Supplies, while strategically reviewing Furniture to address its
negative profitability.  Pages 17 to 25.

Data insights: The superstore's top-selling products in 2014 were Phones and Copiers, with Copiers being more profitable due 
to higher gross margins. Most customers have low growth rates in both units and sales, with a few outliers showing 
exceptionally high growth in one or the other. About half the products account for 80% of units sold, and a third of the cities 
contribute significantly to overall sales, but there are pricing and cost inefficiencies across product classes.  Pages 27 to 32.

Trends: The company saw impressive sales growth of 23.9% annually from 2011 to 2014, reaching $4.3 million, with 
improvements in gross margin and growth across all shipping modes, product categories, and customer segments. Same Day 
shipping and the Technology category led the charge, while the Home Office customer segment emerged as a high-potential 
opportunity despite the Consumer segment being the largest. The company successfully retained customers and acquired new 
ones, with minimal impact from lost customers except for a notable 2013 spike.  Pages 34 to 39.
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The superstore's 2014 sales were $4.3 million, with the Consumer segment accounting for 50%, Corporate for 30%, and Home 
Office for 20%. Technology led with 38% of sales, followed by Furniture at 32% and Office Supplies at 30%. Standard Class 
shipping was most popular at 59%, and 93% of sales were from non-returned items. The US Dollar represented 74% of sales, 
and most orders were Medium priority at 58% (p.8).

The superstore's gross margin in 2014 was $71k, with 73% coming from non-returned items. The Consumer segment 
contributed 59%, Home Office 28%, and Corporate 13%. Technology had a high gross margin at 101%, while Furniture showed 
a negative margin at -73%. Standard Class shipping accounted for 50% of the margin, and the US Dollar was the dominant 
currency at 66%. Most of the gross margin came from Medium priority orders at 54% (p.9).

Sales grew by $894k from 2013 to 2014, a 26.3% increase, entirely due to selling more units and/or a favorable shift in product 
mix, not a change in pricing (p.10). All segments saw sales growth, with the Home Office segment having the highest growth at
41%, solely due to increased units sold and/or product mix changes, not price. Consumer remained the largest sales 
contributor, while Corporate grew slower (p.11). Returns, Home Office, and high-value orders saw big increases, pointing to 
successful market expansion, new customers, and product diversification (p.12).

The superstore's gross margin increased by $1.9 million from 2013 to 2014, suggesting the store increased sales, reduced 
costs, or both (p.13). Despite operational challenges, particularly in standard class shipping, the superstore increased its gross 
margin from $69.1 million in 2013 to $71.0 million in 2014. Strong performance in the US market and the consumer and home 
office segments contributed positively. However, shipping inefficiencies and issues with non-return sales need to be addressed 
to further improve profitability (p.14).

The superstore's gross margin declined from 2.0% in 2013 to 1.7% in 2014, despite positive contributions from specific areas.
Negative variances, particularly non-return sales, significantly impacted overall profitability. Addressing these sales issues is 
crucial for improving gross margin performance (p.15).
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The superstore's 2014 sales were $4.3 million. The Consumer segment accounted for 50%, Corporate for 30%, and Home 
Office for 20%. Technology led with 38% of sales, Furniture had 32% and Office Supplies 30%. Standard Class shipping was 
most popular at 59%. 93% of sales were from non-returned items. The US Dollar represented 74% of sales, and most orders 
were Medium priority at 58%.
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The superstore's gross margin in 2014 was $71k. 73% came from non-returned items. The Consumer segment contributed 
59%, Home Office 28%, and Corporate 13%. Technology had a high gross margin at 101%, while Furniture showed a negative 
margin at -73%. Standard Class shipping accounted for 50% of the margin. The US Dollar was the dominant currency at 66%. 
Most of the gross margin came from Medium priority orders at 54%.
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The superstore's sales grew by $894k from 2013 to 2014, a 26.3% increase. This growth was entirely due to selling more units 
and/or a favorable shift in product mix, not a change in pricing.
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All segments saw sales growth from 2013 to 2014. The Home Office segment had the highest growth at 41%, solely due to 
increased units sold and/or product mix changes, not price. Consumer remained the largest sales contributor, while Corporate 
grew slower.
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The superstore's sales grew from 2013 to 2014 across the board. Returns, Home Office, and high-value orders saw big 
increases. The growth points to successful market expansion, new customers, and product diversification.
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The superstore's gross margin increased by $1.9 million from 2013 to 2014. This suggests the store increased sales, reduced 
costs, or both.
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The superstore increased its gross margin from $69.1 million in 2013 to $71.0 million in 2014, despite operational challenges, 
particularly in standard class shipping. Strong performance in the US market and the consumer and home office segments 
contributed positively. However, shipping inefficiencies and issues with non-return sales need to be addressed to further 
improve profitability.
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The superstore's gross margin declined from 2.0% in 2013 to 1.7% in 2014, despite positive contributions from specific areas.
Negative variances, particularly non-return sales, significantly impacted overall profitability. Addressing these sales issues is 
crucial for improving gross margin performance.
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The superstore's sales data reveals that the Technology category leads in total sales, followed by Furniture and Office Supplies
(p.18). Across all categories, individual consumers are the largest contributors to sales, making them a key target market 
(p.18). Technology captures a bigger share of Corporate and Home Office segments compared to other categories (p.18). Office 
Supplies significantly outsells both Furniture and Technology across all segments, with consumers being the largest buyers in
every category (p.22).

APAC and other rank >3 markets are the top performers in total sales, showing a strong presence in these regions (p.19). 
Technology is a strong category across all markets, especially in EU and other rank >3 markets (p.19). The 'Other rank >3' 
market has the highest sales figures in all areas, making it a key market to explore further for high potential (p.23).

In 2014, the superstore saw a 58% sales growth rate for returned items, more than double the 24% for non-returned items, 
suggesting returns could be positively influencing purchasing behavior (p.20). Returns significantly impact sales growth rates, 
especially in APAC and the US (p.21). However, in the 'Other' market (rank >3), returned items have a lower sales growth rate
than non-returned items, potentially needing attention (p.21).

The Technology category is the most profitable, with a 4.4% gross margin and $71.5 million in absolute terms (p.24). Office 
Supplies also contribute positively, with a 3.9% gross margin and $51.5 million (p.24). However, Furniture presents a challenge 
with a negative gross margin of -3.8% and -$52.0 million, suggesting a need for strategic review (p.24). The losses in Furniture
are most significant in the US and Other rank >3 markets, indicating a critical review of this category's strategy there might be 
necessary (p.25).
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The superstore's sales data shows the Technology category leads with total sales of $1.6 million. Furniture follows at $1.4 
million, and Office Supplies at $1.3 million. Across all categories, individual consumers are the largest contributors to sales,
making them a key target market. Technology captures a bigger share of Corporate and Home Office segments compared to 
other categories, suggesting strong demand among these segments.
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Across different markets, APAC and other rank >3 markets are the top performers in total sales, showing a strong presence in 
these regions. Technology is a strong category across all markets, especially in EU and other rank >3 markets, indicating high 
demand for tech products. The Consumer segment contributes the most to sales across most categories and markets, 
emphasizing the importance of targeting end consumers.
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In 2014, the superstore saw a 58% sales growth rate for returned items, more than double the 24% for non-returned items. 
This suggests returns could be positively influencing purchasing behavior, driving higher sales growth.
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Returns significantly impact sales growth rates, especially in APAC and the US. In the US, returned items have a 110% higher 
sales growth rate than non-returned items, suggesting strong return management or consumer behavior driving repurchases. 
However, in the 'Other' market (rank >3), returned items have a lower sales growth rate than non-returned items, potentially 
needing attention.
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Office Supplies significantly outsells both Furniture and Technology across all segments, with 18.9 million units sold to 
consumers, 10.9 million to corporate clients, and 71k to home offices. Consumers are the largest buyers in every category, 
indicating a strong retail market that surpasses B2B in volume. Furniture and Technology have relatively close sales figures 
among consumers and corporate clients, suggesting competition in these segments.
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Office Supplies leads in units sold across all markets and segments, showing strong demand over Technology and Furniture. 
Consumers are the largest buyers in all categories and markets, so focusing strategies here could drive higher sales. The 'Other
rank >3' market has the highest sales figures in all areas, making it a key market to explore further for high potential.
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The Technology category is the most profitable, with a 4.4% gross margin and $71.5 million in absolute terms. Office Supplies
also contribute positively, with a 3.9% gross margin and $51.5 million. However, Furniture presents a challenge with a negative 
gross margin of -3.8% and -$52.0 million, suggesting a need for strategic review to mitigate losses and potentially turn it 
profitable.
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The Technology category is the most profitable across all markets, with positive Gross Margins everywhere and the highest 
percentages in the US. Office Supplies, while less profitable than Technology, also shows positive Gross Margins in all markets,
with the EU having the highest percentage. But Furniture is problematic, with negative Gross Margins in every market, indicating
losses. The losses are most significant in the US and Other rank >3 markets, suggesting a critical review of this category's 
strategy there might be necessary.
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The superstore's sales data reveals several key insights. Phones and Copiers were the top-selling products in 2014, with 
Copiers having a higher gross margin, making them more profitable (p.28). The Technology category, particularly Copiers and 
Phones, demonstrates strong sales and high gross margins. In contrast, Furniture has notable Bookcase sales but low gross 
margins overall. Office Supplies has a wide range of units sold, with Binders and 'Other rank >10' showing the highest volumes, 
but the latter has a much higher gross margin (p.29).

The scatter chart indicates that growth rates in units and sales vary significantly among customers, with no clear pattern 
suggesting a direct relationship. Most customers have low growth rates, while a few outliers show exceptionally high growth in 
either Units or Sales, but not consistently in both (p.30).

Product demand is relatively dispersed, with 48% of products (Class A) making up 80% of the units sold. There is a slight 
discrepancy between the percentage of units sold and the percentage of sales across the classes, suggesting lower price points 
for high-volume products. Class A has a disproportionately high gross margin percentage, while Class B has a very low gross 
margin, and Class C operates at a loss, indicating potential pricing or cost inefficiencies (p.31).

A third of the cities (Class A) contribute significantly to the superstore's sales. The concentration of sales is moderate, with a 
similar distribution across A, B, and C classes as seen in the Units chart (p.32).
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Phones and Copiers topped 2014 sales at the superstore, but Copiers had a much higher gross margin, making them more 
profitable. Binders sold the most units but had one of the lowest margins, suggesting a high volume, low margin approach.
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The Technology category has strong sales and high gross margins, especially for Copiers and Phones. Furniture has notable 
Bookcase sales but low gross margins overall. Office Supplies has a wide range of units sold, with Binders and 'Other rank >10' 
showing the highest at 1.5 million and 1.1 million respectively. However, the gross margin is much higher in the 'Other rank 
>10' group at 51.4% compared to just 19.9% for Binders.
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The scatter chart shows growth rates in units and sales vary significantly among customers, with no clear pattern indicating a 
direct relationship. Most data points are clustered near the origin, reflecting low growth rates for the majority of customers. A 
few outliers have exceptionally high growth in either Units or Sales, but not consistently in both, suggesting high performance in 
one metric doesn't necessarily translate to the other.
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48% of the products (Class A) make up 80% of the units sold, indicating a relatively dispersed demand across a wide range of 
products. There's a slight discrepancy between the percentage of units sold and the percentage of sales across the classes, 
with Class A contributing less to sales than to units, suggesting lower price points for high-volume products. Class A has a 
disproportionately high gross margin percentage, while Class B has a very low gross margin and Class C operates at a loss, 
indicating potential pricing or cost inefficiencies.
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A third of the cities (Class A) contribute significantly to the superstore's sales. The top 33% of cities by units contribute slightly 
more to overall units than sales. The concentration of sales is moderate, with a similar distribution across A, B, and C classes as 
seen in the Units chart. There's no evidence of negative units or sales.
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The company experienced strong sales growth from 2011 to 2014, with a CAGR of 23.9%, increasing from $2.3 million to $4.3 
million. Gross margin also improved significantly, suggesting effective management strategies (p.35). Sales grew across all 
shipping modes, with Same Day shipping having the highest CAGR at 26.2%, indicating increasing demand for faster delivery 
(p.36).

Technology led the growth with a 25.0% CAGR, followed by Office Supplies and Furniture. By 2014, Furniture sales surpassed 
Office Supplies, suggesting significant improvement in Furniture's market performance (p.37). Sales from active customers 
consistently increased, driven by effective customer retention and successful new customer acquisition. Lost customers had 
minimal impact on sales, except for a notable spike in 2013 (p.38).

Breaking down sales by customer segment reveals growth across all segments. The Home Office segment displayed the highest 
CAGR at 30.0%, while the Consumer segment, being the largest, showed consistent growth but had the slowest CAGR at 
22.2%. The Corporate segment grew at 23.3%, indicating strong corporate demand. Although the Consumer segment is 
currently the largest, the Home Office segment offers a significant growth opportunity (p.39).
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The business experienced strong sales growth from 2011 to 2014, with a CAGR of 23.9%. Sales increased year-over-year, from 
$2.3 million in 2011 to $4.3 million in 2014. Gross margin also improved significantly, more than tripling from $22.4k in 2011 
to $71.0k in 2014, suggesting effective management strategies in scaling operations, cost control, and pricing.
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Sales grew across all shipping modes, with an overall units CAGR of 24.5% from 2011 to 2014. Same Day shipping had the 
highest CAGR at 26.2%, showing rapidly increasing demand for faster delivery. Standard Class shipping had the highest volume 
each year but the lowest CAGR at 23.7%. Second Class and First Class shipping had similar growth rates of around 25%, 
balancing cost and delivery time.
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Technology led the growth with a 25.0% CAGR, followed by Office Supplies at 24.6% and Furniture at 22.1%. Technology 
consistently reported the highest sales each year. By 2014, Furniture sales surpassed Office Supplies, suggesting significant
improvement in Furniture's market performance.
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Sales from active customers consistently increased, with an overall sales CAGR of 23.9%. This suggests effective customer 
retention and successful new customer acquisition. Lost customers had minimal impact on sales, except for a notable spike in 
2013. The company's growth and revenue are primarily driven by maintaining and growing its active customer base.
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Breaking down sales by customer segment shows growth across all segments. The Home Office segment displayed the highest 
CAGR at 30.0% despite starting with the lowest sales in 2011. The Consumer segment, being the largest, showed consistent 
growth but had the slowest CAGR at 22.2%. The Corporate segment grew at 23.3%, indicating strong corporate demand. While 
the Consumer segment is currently the largest, the Home Office segment offers a significant growth opportunity.
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